PURPOSE: To record and celebrate extraordinary achievements of Creighton University’s student body and community. The awards recognize individuals who have demonstrated outstanding leadership and exemplary service to their university community. Each award is unique and either recognizes student accomplishments or is bestowed by students.

SOURCE: Skutt Student Center Advisory Board

POLICY: The Skutt Student Center Advisory Board is responsible for selection of awards to be placed on the Wall of Distinction using the following guidelines:

1. The award is bestowed by the student population or the recipient of the award is a member of the current or past student body.
2. The award will be present on the Wall of Distinction at all times. Purchase of the plaque and its engraving costs will be the responsibility of the sponsoring organization.
3. Awards placed on the Wall of Distinction must represent Creighton University’s outstanding achievement and leadership qualities. Therefore, a high degree of discernment must be used when making decision regarding awards which will be displayed on the Wall of Distinction.
4. Organizations may present nominations to the Skutt Student Center Advisory Board for awards to be added to the wall of distinction.